YAMPA VALLEY AIRPORT COMMISSION MEETING
AGENDA
October 13, 2022
The meeting will be held at Yampa Valley Regional Airport in a hybrid in-person/Zoom meeting
format with formal agenda starting at 6:00 PM MST. A light dinner will be served at 5:30 PM.
Your host will be Kevin Booth, YVRA Airport Director.
To connect to the meeting via ZOOM:
Join Zoom Meeting Connection Information:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83096818898?pwd=M0VQY3h6dmZ4M2xEbk1TMjhrdjUrUT09
Meeting ID: 830 9681 8898
Passcode: 119251
One tap mobile
+13462487799,,83096818898#,,,,*119251# US (Houston)
+16699006833,,83096818898#,,,,*119251# US (San Jose)
Dial by your location
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC) Meeting ID: 830 9681 8898
Passcode: 119251
Find your local number: https://us06web.zoom.us/u/kbHcABzjmN

YAMPA VALLEY AIRPORT COMMISSION
MEETING AGENDA
October 13, 2022
The meeting will be held at Yampa Valley Regional Airport in Hayden in a hybrid in-person/Zoom
meeting format with formal agenda starting at 6:00 PM MST. A light dinner will be served at 5:30 PM.
The meeting will begin promptly at 6:00 PM MST..
Meeting Ground Rules:
Start on time, end early
Participate fully
Listen to understand
Honesty required
Be respectful of each other
Honor diversity of opinions
Use humor
One person speaks at a time










Meeting Objectives:


Airport & Capital Project Update



Air Service Update

 Committee Reports
 Identify 8 Dec 22 Agenda items*
Total Time: 1 Hour, 38 Minutes

Agenda Items:

Time Allotted

I.

Organizational Matters:
1. Roll Call
2. Approval of the August 11, 2022 Regular Meeting Minutes

5 Min

II.

Non-Agenda Public Comments

4 Min

III.

Comments from Board Members

4 Min

IV. New Business:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SSRC Full Steam Ahead Update
Airport/Capital/Infrastructure Update - Stacie Fain
Airport/Capital/Infrastructure Update - Kevin Booth
Air Service Update - Janet Fischer/Kevin Booth
Atlantic Aviation Update - Tim Ascher

25 Min
10 Min
15 Min
10 Min
5 Min

NOTE: All programs, services and activities of Routt County are operated in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. If you
need a special accommodation as a result of a disability, please call the Commissioners’ Office at (970) 879-0108 to assure that we can meet
your needs. Please notify us of your request at least seven business days prior to the scheduled event. Routt County uses the Relay Colorado
service. Dial 711 or TDD (970) 870-5444.

VI. Reports from YVAC Committees:
1. Marketing and Outreach: Chris Nichols, Rob Perlman, Janet Fisher,
Robin Crossan, Randy Rudasics, Stacie Fain, Kevin Booth
2. Finance: Tim Redmond, Larry Mashaw, Les Liman, Steve Birch,
Stacie Fain, Kevin Booth
VII.

Managers’ Reports - provided via email. No verbal presentation will be
made, except to answer questions pertaining to those reports.
1. Steamboat Springs Airport (SBS) - Stacie Fain
2. Yampa Valley Regional Airport (HDN) - Kevin Booth

VIII.

Discuss location/format & agenda items for 8 December 2022 meeting

IX.

Adjourn meeting

5 Min
5 Min

3 Min

NOTE: All programs, services and activities of Routt County are operated in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. If you
need a special accommodation as a result of a disability, please call the Commissioners’ Office at (970) 879-0108 to assure that we can meet
your needs. Please notify us of your request at least seven business days prior to the scheduled event. Routt County uses the Relay Colorado
service. Dial 711 or TDD (970) 870-5444.

YAMPA VALLEY AIRPORT COMMISSION
August 11, 2022
Meeting
MINUTES

The regular meeting of the Yampa Valley Airport Commission (YVAC) was called to order inperson and via Zoom at 6:01 p.m. on Thursday, August 11, 2022.
YVAC members present:
Michael Buccino – Steamboat Springs City Council member
Janet Fischer – Steamboat Ski & Resort Corp.
Tim Redmond – Routt County Commissioner
Stephen Birch – Resident of Routt County - Aviation Community
Les Liman – Resident of Routt County - Aviation Community
Randy Rudasics – Steamboat Chamber
Ed Corriveau – Representing the Town of Hayden
YVAC members absent:
Robin Crossan – Steamboat Springs City Council member
Mathew Mendisco – Town of Hayden (Alternate)
Rob Perlman– Steamboat Ski & Resort Corp.
Jarrod Ogden – Resident of Moffat County (Alternate)
Larry Mashaw – Resident of Routt County
Others present:
Kevin Booth – YVRA
Stacie Fain – KSBS
Jake Hoban – Garver Engineering
Jeremy Lee – Mead & Hunt
Tim Ascher – Atlantic Aviation
Lucas Ropke, Go Alpine
Lauren Rasmussen, Mead & Hunt
I.

ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS
1. Approval of Minutes – June 16, 2022
MOTION
Randy Rudasics moved to approve the June 16, 2022, meeting minutes; Steve Birch
seconded.
The motion carried unanimously.

II.

PUBLIC COMMENT
None.

III.

BOARD MEMBER COMMENTS

Steven Birch:
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Kevin, on July 17, a comment from an airport user came in:
Southwest 966 came in, and for some reason the active runway was 28. They filed for the
intersection Changi, which is outside Tilly, which is the pre-initial approach fix for 28. For
whatever reason, they decided to do something to go around to 10. At the same time, United
Express 5403 came in and saw what was going on. Then, they apparently initiated this other
maneuver. They filed the same exact route. They hit Tilly and then made a diversion movement
to the left. I’m not sure why Southwest did that. What happened between the Southwest and
SkyWest landing, was a Citation that came in on 28 as well. I think there’s a couple things: One
is a safety factor that 966 did in fact a left pattern, which is not the published pattern for Hayden;
it’s a right pattern. SkyWest did the right thing and did the right pattern. There was VFR traffic
coming in as well as one IFR, and it was causing all sorts of confusion.
I don’t know if we’re in communication with Southwest on ops, but I think there are a couple
issues here from a safety perspective that we need to talk to them about.
So, the first question for you is:
How much communication do we have with Southwest operations on things like this?
Kevin Booth:
We have to pick up the phone and call them. We’re not talking to them on a daily basis. To your
first point, there is no active runway. It is dealer’s choice. We cannot tell you no. This happens
more often than I’d like. We may still have the tapes, so we could hear why they did what they
did. Some of that may be on Denver Center, which we don’t record; Denver Center does.
Typically, they see the runway from 20 miles away; they cancel; they proceed VFR. When they
get AWOS info, it may indicate that it favors 10, or the winds are light and it favors, as far as gas
consumption, to land on 28. As soon as they check in with us, we give them wind, altimeter and
traffic, whether it's 10 or 28. We try to give them a heads-up that they’re about to go the opposite
direction. Often, they’ll ask which way everybody has been landing. So, it could have been that;
it could have been somebody’s waiting to take off on 10, and they don’t want to go the opposite
direction. I would guess SkyWest either listened to that, or they could hear them calling for 10.
Birch: Denver Center apparently diverted them, or they heard SkyWest and then diverted. It was
Denver Center that it happened with.
We can’t dictate to them which one, but when we do call Unicom, we don’t actually say “the
active runway is…” or the preferred runway or anything like that. So, we can’t use any verbiage
like that?
Booth: I wish we could. As an airport without a tower, we cannot declare an active runway. But
we shouldn’t have to tell a pilot that it’s favoring one or the other. Unicom is also giving them
the other traffic.
Birch: I don’t know what the answer is, but it caused a cascade of weird stuff.
Booth: Published downwind for us is south of the airport. Regardless of which direction you’re
landing, you’re supposed to maneuver on that side as opposed to on the highway side. But if
you’re coming from Cheyenne or someplace, it doesn’t make any sense to overfly the field. As
long as you announce what you’re doing. I’ll go back and take a look at that tomorrow.
If this was as much of a mess as it sounds, there should be an incident report. I don’t remember
seeing one on that. I can see who was on duty at that time. I’ve taught all our firefighters the
level of detail I expect in that report. Just because nothing happened at the end of the day – we
didn’t have a serious conflict – doesn’t mean there shouldn’t be something learned from this.
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Booth introduced Ed Corriveau, Hayden Town Councilman and YVAC member, as well as
Lucas Ropke, the new general manager from Go Alpine.
Ropke said he would like to meet the group at some point.

IV.

NEW BUSINESS
1. SBS COVID-19/Airport/Capital/Infrastructure Update - Stacie Fain
We do not have any updates regarding COVID.
Rehabilitation Update:
I am absolutely giddy about our runway rehabilitation project. It turned out great. It is
also super exciting to see a road go in from the north end of the ramp down to Gate 12.
We have a few more things left to do down there.
Right now, we’re in the curing stage for our runway and taxiway. The paint you see out
there now is temporary paint. It will become the primer paint. Once the runway cures,
we’ll be grooving it and seal coating it, so it will become even blacker than it is now.
When the paint goes on after the seal coat, it will have the reflective beads in it; it doesn’t
have any in it right now.
Down in what will become the helicopter parking area, it is just millings now. But it is so
packed down from all those trucks driving on it, it is almost like asphalt. So, it is in really
good shape for any helicopters that need to come at the end of the summer and next year.
We’re working with the County on permitting and having access for vehicles to come in
through Gate 12. We have one more culvert to put in. We also have a pond to put in, and
then the area will be ready for snow storage by the City for next winter.
The pond is a separate project not part of the FAA-funded project but shouldn’t be very
expensive. We’ll be able to get it ready for snow storage and have an in-kind contract
with the Streets Department that will help us maintain the road in exchange for being able
to store snow for the City. The City is running out of areas to store snow because
everything is getting developed in the areas in which they used to store snow. So, this
will be a really good place for them to do that going forward.
I told you about our instrument approach. We worked with the FAA and developed a new
approach to be in addition to our instrument approaches into Steamboat that we already
have. It is going to be a straight-in for categories A, B and C. We expected it to be
published in July, then it got pushed to October. We got notified last week that it failed a
flight test, so we’re in the process of working with the flight test team and the FAA
section that wrote the approach. They feel it’s technically sound, but the flight test team
didn’t have a warm fuzzy with executing it. It looks like we’re going to be able to come
to an agreement with them and we’re working through that now. We might have to bring
the minimums up about another 180 feet, and we’re hoping the flight test team will be
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comfortable with it and it will pass. I hope to have something to report very soon, then it
will get tested again.
Stacie Fain answered a question about the runway rehabilitation timelines. The project
was scheduled as a 15-day project; it ended up being a 21-day project. But considering
what we accomplished, that is truly amazing. The only issues we had were with the
asphalt plant.
Fain wasn’t able to specify the new decision height for the approach because it’s only a
draft. We’re trying to accomplish a straight-in approach because people have a tendency
to cheat the current approach because they don’t want to circle to land. We’re also trying
to get it so that it can be flown by Cat C because we currently don’t have a Cat C
approach even though Cat C planes fly it.
Airport Terminal Area Project:
Jake Hoban, Garver:
The scope of work has been approved by the FAA and by the City. We’re currently
waiting for the IFE to come back, then we’ll negotiate our fee and get started on this
project. We’ve already reached out to our Geotech and survey sub-consultants to get
them scheduling some preliminary dates to get out here as soon as we get things signed
off by the City.
2. HDN COVID-19/Airport/Capital/Infrastructure Update - Kevin Booth
Since we last met, we did have significant impacts due to COVID at the airport. We had five
employees out at one time. We got to essentially minimum manning in our ops center. Had we
gone any lower, we might have had to cancel some commercial flights. The FAA was supposed
to come out here a couple weeks ago to look at the runway project here and then come out and
take a look at all the projects going on at our place. They cancelled it because of COVID. But
right now, we’re doing well.
We have 14 projects going simultaneously right now. The biggest one is at day 95 out of 123, so
we should be approaching the finish line. We’ve had some significant challenges mostly having
to do with the concrete work. This is us building two new deice pads. They’ve struggled to meet
spec on their pours. We hope that they’ll be back to pouring next week. They’ve got some work
to do to tell us what they’re going to change to meet spec.
Jeremy and Devon and their team have done a good job watching over the project, calling the
contractor on it if they’re not meeting spec. So, I’m more than satisfied with the way we’ve been
overseeing the project; I’m less than satisfied with what we’re getting so far. Our contractor is
United. They are producing the concrete. It’s not really the concrete product that’s the problem;
it’s the placement and the finish. That’s a small subcontractor out of Rifle. Some of our fears
when we interviewed them are coming to fruition. We’re supposed to be done just after Labor
Day.
I provided an update to the Chamber this morning. All six of our major airlines are coming back
this season. Lots of seats; lots of passengers. The all-time record we set in 2021 we’re breaking
as we speak in 2022. In 2019, which was our last normal full year, we processed about 200,000
passengers, about the same in 2020. We had such a good winter in the first part of the year that
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we still did pretty well. Last year, we processed about 300,000. This year, we’re on track to
process 400,000. Growth doubling in two years is challenging. We didn’t double the size of the
terminal, but we doubled the number of people we put through it. Thankfully, a lot of those
people are coming through the terminal in spring, summer and fall. Having Southwest here has
been a game changer for us and for United, frankly.
We’re averaging about 600 passengers a day like today, and in the past, there might be less than
100. So, it’s year-round but the winters are busier, too.
We made a bid to the commissioners to add FTEs because we are so much busier, and they’ve
thankfully granted that to us. We’re struggling to hire like everybody is, but I’m happy to
announce that we have two new office technicians. One of them is our HR and payroll technician
that we lost in May; our new one started last week. We did some changes in our Operations
division. We took the acting superintendent and put him back in the pool of firefighters and
operators. The FTE we requested was to add a fifth one, which opened up the superintendent
position, and our new superintendent started on Monday.
Monday was our annual mishap exercise, which is a big deal, and new superintendent walked
into that on his first day. But he requested that, so he’s off to a good start. I will probably ask him
to attend the next YVAC if we host next time. His name is Colin Walt. He’s a local. He just
finished up his master’s degree at Texas A & M; got his bachelor’s and master’s back-to-back in
Texas. Before that, he served 7-8 years in the Marine Corps, most of that on embassy duty and as
a trainer for embassy guards, which is an elite position in the Marine Corps. I think he’s going to
be a great addition to our team.
We also awarded the contract for our carwash, but the day after we awarded it, our contractor
announced that the steel manufacturer could not meet schedule and we weren’t going to have a
carwash this winter. So, we completely changed gears and went to a Sprung Structure building.
I’m still cautiously optimistic that we will have a carwash come December. My impression is
that the Sprung Structure building is going to be more robust as far as moisture goes than we
would have had with the steel structure.
We’re out for RFP now for paving the road to the carwash and building two more parking lots
for our rental cars. We hope to open those bids later this month.
Janet Fischer asked if there will be more cars available this year; Booth said the rental car
companies are aware that the carwash is being built, but that it may not be ready to go in
December. If it is, they will order more cars.
Fischer asked if they would be able to get more cars if they need to order them closer to the
season if the carwash does happen; Booth said he believed so.
Booth: The intent is to install chargers at these new lots we’re building down by the carwash.
Hertz will install the chargers themselves; they just need to know that the electrical service will
be able to support them.
We also awarded our two new boilers, which was kind of an emergency order. Fingers crossed
on delivery. The contractor has reported that they have one boiler in stock and will order the
other one at a 10-week delivery. So, we should be okay.
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We awarded General Aviation Development, Phase I to BA Group. They’re actively marketing
their product already. They’re going to break ground here shortly. Nine hangars is the
development; two large ones; three medium; four smaller hangars.
Birch: Full disclosure: I was the other RFP.
What I would like to talk to you about is the safety aspect. As an operator, this is where I’m most
concerned.
TLOFA, taxi lane object free area, or TOFA, taxiway object free area, is a term you’ll want to
familiarize yourself with.
Birch showed desirable and undesirable configurations regarding aircrafts, hangars and TLOFA.
Birch: What the RFP entailed were parcels 1A and 1B. 1A is 1.55 acres. What BA is proposing
is two 120x120 hangars and an apron of 80.6 feet. The TOFA should have 171 feet of clearance.
We’re talking about this area being 80 feet. We’ve got Gulfstream and Global that can go in this
120x120. The typical Gulfstream is actually 100 feet long. The other issue is we’re using bi-fold
doors, and that’s a 28-foot-high bi-fold door. A bi-fold door folds in half, so you really only have
14 feet of usable space in the front of the hangar. You can’t pull an aircraft all the way up to the
front of the hangar because it will get hit in the nose as it goes up because it folds out. If you
subtract the bi-fold door length from 80 feet, you’re at 68 feet. So, if you take a 100-foot aircraft
on a 68-foot ramp, you’ve got basically 31 feet hanging out into the TOFA. It’s going to block
some areas, so that’s certainly one concern.
If you flip to 1B, the 80x60 hangars are abutting the TOFA. So, even the opening of the door will
extend into the TOFA, which is questionable on whether that’s even correct. If you pull any
plane out, it’s going to be inside the TOFA. We’ve got a wingtip clearance that we have to
maintain, and the safety margin there is not really great. My Piper Cheyenne 2XL is 43 feet long.
If I pull that out there, I’m inside of that safety zone. So, I’m a little concerned there.
We’ve got a lot of vehicle movement, and if you look at 1A and 1B, you can see that there’s not
a lot of parking. That’s obviously a real concern from our perspective. A typical Gulfstream seats
18 passengers and two crew, and we only have four parking spaces. So, we’re questioning on the
Hayden side how we’re going to comply with some of the code on that. From a vehicle
movement standpoint, they’ve got it proposed where they’re driving right on the apron. There’s
really nothing stopping that from going into the active taxiway area.
We talk in the aviation business about highest and best use. The reason why we call it highest
and best is that there’s not always necessarily the highest use. We’ve got a lot of hangar space
here, which is great. The question is: Does this really meet the needs of Hayden now and in the
future?
If we look at what Bob Adams has and what Hayden has, from traffic and types of aircraft,
Hayden has really turned into the turbine jet aircraft airport. A lot of these hangars are borderline
on what they’ll actually be able to hold. I’ve got a couple of other things on types of aircraft and
their wingspans, if you’re interested.
We talk a lot about what the Commission is. Part of what I would hope we would do is advise
Kevin on what we feel the airport wants to be from a design standpoint. This is very utilitarian
and boxy, and this is what people are going to see when they come in.
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From a Commission standpoint, how do we advise Kevin on what we want this airport to be and
look like? Just as a comparison, I gave you what ours would look like. The reason we did this
design was in fact to have that proper spacing. There’s ample ramp space in front of the
120x120s and 80x80s. So, there was no infraction into the TOFA.
The current Phase II proposal has the 150x130 hangars on the north side opening into the
TLOFA. The taxi lane also implies that all of these hangars are going to open inside of that 158
feet.
In the wintertime, when we pull into an airport, we’re going to taxi in; go up to the hangar door;
we’re going to have to shut down the aircraft; secure it; get out; go inside; open the door. I can
tell you from experience that my door on these guys will open in about 3.5 minutes; they’re
pretty slow. So, these taxi lanes are going to be blocked for a minimum of about ten minutes
until somebody can get in, get a tug out, hook up the airplane, get back in there. So, from a
usability and from a safety standpoint, it’s just a little concerning. I feel like we might be boxing
ourselves in from a strategy standpoint on long-term development if we’re relying on those
80x80s to be blocking Taxiway Bravo in the TOFA.
From a usability standpoint, it’s a philosophical argument, really. What do we want Hayden to
be, and what kind of clientele are we trying to attract? Is this in fact the best use of the space?
Buccino confirmed with Birch that Hayden is currently on the lower end of plane traffic right
now.
Birch: As we build this out, this would be a lot of hangars. Even if we do build Phase II very
quickly. The average 80x80 is going to hold probably two aircraft, and the 60x60s are probably
two, maybe three. I keep three in one of the hangars already. So, you have to take those numbers
and multiply them by three or two. Even with this, we’re tripling existing traffic.
I’m especially concerned with the 80x80 not having a ramp at all and having an 80-foot aircraft
completely inside the TOFA, which then blocks everybody from going around. There is another
way to get around, eventually, but that wouldn’t be until Phase III.
So, do we say that this is a viable plan? Or do we call it now and say we’re concerned about the
safety aspect as well as the design. Is this something that we really want to do?
Redmond asked if the design would need FAA approval.
Birch: I’m assuming so.
Booth: We’re considering all of these things. We have a meeting tomorrow with the planners and
BA Group.
Buccino: Would changing some of these requirements for safety reasons end up changing their
response to the RFP? Would we not get as many hangars or pavement?
Booth: More pavement.
Commissioners pointed out that the aviation industry is likely to change significantly over the
coming decades.
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Booth: The two proposals we got were night and day different because we didn’t dictate to them
what their design needed to be. The concept that was submitted by BA Group seemed to align
better with our requirements. Now, we’re working with the engineers and eventually the FAA to
make sure we’re not doing something that’s not safe or restricts us for future development.
Buccino: Have you brought some of this up with BA Group, and what was their response?
Booth: I shared all of Steve’s comments with them, and that’s what we’ll discuss tomorrow.
Redmond: We’ll be talking about this in the future.
Buccino said he appreciated Birch’s expertise and thanked him for bringing this up and sharing
his conflict regarding this item.
Liman wanted to hear testimonials from other operators as well; Birch said there are others who
feel the same way.
Birch said he makes up about 40% of the aircraft currently based at Hayden.
Booth illustrated the demand for hangar space and noted with Fain the waiting list of 60 at SBS.
Fain noted that the demographic is changing with many more customers using aircraft that
require jet fuel. She said the waitlist is mostly Cirrus, Meridian and TBM. Cirrus is still piston
fuel but has a wingspan that doesn’t fit in a small hangar for small piston aircraft.
Fain: I’m hoping to get our RFP out by the end of the month for our hangar development. It will
be in Area 1, the gravel parking lot in front of the FBO that already has a CATEX and is already
flat, so I expect that to go in fairly quickly – hopefully by 2024.
The area to the south requires fill and a category exclusion environmental assessment. That will
take a little longer by probably a year. So, we’re probably 2-3 years out from having more
hangars. We have 72 based aircraft in 49 hangars now.
Tim Ascher said most of his traffic is transient.
Jeremy Lee: Cars and safety are kind of an interesting discussion in GA facilities. I don’t think
we’ll see the FAA weigh in on it because 90% of the GA facilities in the country allow cars on
the apron.
Buccino asked interested parties to email a summary of their thoughts/findings.
Commissioners said this would remain on their radar.
Booth mentioned the grant that Hayden received for their business park, which would be
adjacent to the airport. He said he is working closely with Mathew Mendisco, the town manager.
He mentioned a planned road that would come up through that new development and terminate
at the terminal, which he said would be a much better option than what’s there today.
Booth gave Go Alpine as an example of a business that wants to move their headquarters to the
business park.
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Booth: I did reach out to the Lodging Association. Ground transportation is still on our radar
from last winter. We’ve done a lot of good work. Lucas wants to go with me and present to the
Lodging Association. I fully support that and made that request today. I would suggest that
before the season – probably at our October meeting – we have them join us and give us a quick
overview of what they’re doing and the capacity that they’ve increased.
Redmond recounted from Booth’s report that they have been able to hire more drivers.
Ropke: We’re definitely overstaffed now; we even have some drivers that are idle, and we’ve
been moving them to different locations to accommodate needs in different places. We’re
definitely interested in presenting to the Lodging Association the idea of doing a scheduled
service to and from the airport and just have a continuous bus loop. We’re hoping to offset a lot
of those walkups. The outbound passengers have priority because we need to honor their airport
arrival time. If there are any delays for people coming in, we have that bus that can help us out
with any situation that changes our pattern of operation.
Booth said he would set that up.
Fischer asked if that bus would be in addition to scheduled service; Ropke affirmed.
Ropke: That’s going to be a cheaper product in addition to the door-to-door we currently do.
We’re talking about this loop this afternoon to try to come up with a schedule. It’s probably
going to be leaving the airport and the town every two hours, so it will be an hour to go into town
and back. One spot we’re considering is the gondola station. There are about eight different
hotels that are walking distance from that location. Anything we can do to get passengers out of
the airport and closer to their destination is the objective here.
Fain asked if any of those loops could stop at the Steamboat Airport; Ropke said they were
considering a stop at the Stockbridge Transit Center.
Fain: We don’t have any bus service up to the Steamboat Airport, so we’re interested in any
transportation that might improve getting some of our folks from the Steamboat Airport on Elk
River Road down into town.
Ropke offered to follow up with Fain; she agreed.
3. Air Service Update – Janet Fischer
I think Kevin’s report gives some information on spring-summer-fall.
For mid-April through mid-November, overall, we have about a 4% decrease in capacity
in seats. The gain for that period was in April and May when we had more seats overall
between the two carriers. We had fewer seats in the core of the summer when Southwest
didn’t fly their nonstop from Dallas Love. On November 1, United is cutting down to two
per day instead of the three. Mid-April through July, we had about a 7% increase in seats
and about an 11% increase in passengers. The load factor is up about four points overall.
April-May were kind of low, but the other months were a lot better. Big improvement on
Southwest from year to year.
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For this coming winter, I am very close to having our full winter schedule loaded. We
have six major airlines and 16 nonstop airports for the second winter for Hayden. No
other mountain airport in Colorado has six airlines; a lot of them have three. We’re able
to do it because we have the local marketing district 2% lodging in partnership with the
ski area, and we have an airport that’s kind of at capacity on Saturdays but can handle it.
The overall seats we’re expecting to be down 4-5% from last winter, so it will be our
second biggest capacity. So, we’re looking at about 193,000 arriving seats. Last ski
season we had about 201,000. United is our biggest carrier. We have non-stops from all
seven of their domestic hubs. Nobody else has that, either.
Overall, domestic airline travel capacity is at about 87% of where it was in 2019. Air
travel demand is stronger than what the airlines can provide. That’s due to pilot shortages
and different infrastructure limitations along with fuel volatility. Demand is still strong; I
see pieces in the media about a little bit of softening maybe looking into the fall.
For winter, our big changes: This will be our third winter with Southwest. We’re still
going to have the three per day from Denver and the Saturday from Dallas Love. Their
new one is a Saturday from Nashville. American Airlines pulled their flight from
Chicago, which we had for like 35 years. It seems like American has trimmed out of ski a
little bit; it’s not just Hayden. But we also have Chicago on United with daily flights.
United did some trimming in frequency and aircraft size in Houston and Los Angeles.
Our Jet Blue from Fort Lauderdale and Boston is confirmed. It’s expected to load this
weekend. Delta Minneapolis is confirmed and also expected to load this weekend.
I think we’re going to have a healthy winter at the airport.
Asked by Birch, Booth said they have not seen any problems related to the weekend
chaos at urban airports with cancelled flights.
Fischer: I feel like we did suffer some of what you’re talking about, especially around the
holidays really close in. Delta suddenly cancelled both their big jets on December 24 and
25, then Jan 1-3 they cancelled a whole bunch close in. It was hard to figure out what
happened to all those people who were on those flights. Were they able to get on
something else, or did they cancel their trip?
Buccino: I just want to bring up the LMD fund and how that relates to the success at the
airport and us drawing planes here. I talked to someone on the board, and they said we
had a lot more money in that fund because we hadn’t been able to spend it because all
those planes are full. We’ve spent some of it, but not like we have in the past. With the
depletion rate not as fast and still getting higher taxes for that, we’re starting to see more
of a reserve.
Fischer: The reserves are looking good right now. We did almost pay to cap a few years
ago, which was $4 million. Each year we’ve had a lower cap, and we’ve had some
success with the past couple programs. At the same time, the revenues for that 2%
lodging tax have been off the chart higher than Kim Weber, who is a little conservative,
projects. In 2021, it was $2.5 million, I think. Her projection for this year with interest
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earned is $3.3 million. I know she’s working on trying to fine tune that. She said maybe
it’s not going to be quite that high.
There were a lot of years since this tax started in ’05 where the total revenue was $1
million.
Buccino pointed out the higher risk of covering capacity obligations with six airlines.
Fischer: If Southwest leaves, that’s the big card that would probably change everything.
We want to keep them happy. We don’t guarantee them.
Rudasics: Room rates have gone up substantially, and that’s part of the tax revenue
increase. It’s also pretty susceptible to recession. That can affect considerably this
guarantee and how much we spend.
Buccino: We’re starting to see things plateau a bit. It’s encouraging that we have this
reserve. When we got rid of the 0.25% sales tax, I was a little concerned that we were
going to run out, then what’s going to happen to getting people here. That didn’t happen.
Fischer: Just the strength of the airline partnerships and how COVID affected the airlines;
we had a year or two when the airlines wanted to be in the mountains because people
weren’t doing business travel. Our total cap for winter 2019-20 was $6 million, but we
only paid $2 million. We always have to make sure that money exists. The next year, our
cap was $4.4 million, and this year it was $3.6 million. The winter of ’22-’23 is about $3
million. We’re actually working with the LMD right now on their operating plan, and
there may be an added part to explore another summer product. With all those factors,
we’re in a pretty good position with those moneys.

4. Atlantic Aviation Update – Tim Asher
The last couple months we haven’t been as busy. We’re at about 75 less visits than we were last
year. I think a big part of that is fire traffic. A lot of it is also fear of the economy as well as fuel
prices, which have been crazy. Luckily, they’ve been going down and they continue to go down.
I still don’t have an update on a new fuel farm quite yet. We’re still pushing for that pretty hard. I
am getting another 5,000 gallon jet truck tomorrow. I’m going to try to get two more lease
trucks. So, that will give me essentially another tank as far as storage goes for next season. My
truck driver is buying a 10,000 gallon tank for his trailer, so that should help tremendously, too.
If I can’t get fuel from Sinclair, I’ll get it out of Denver.
Booth: We got pretty good at getting the word out really quickly when we were getting really
low on fuel so that the airlines would come in with enough fuel to get where they were going.
It’s not just us.
V.

REPORTS FROM YVAC COMMITTEES
1. Community Outreach and Marketing
Rudasics: I did send a request out to Main Street to see if they were interested and have
not gotten a reply back.
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Members of this committee include: Robin, Rob, Janet, Randy, Chris, Kevin, and Stacie.
2. Infrastructure and Finance
Booth: Stacie and I used to brief the whole commission in October on our budget. We
decided to change that and brief the Finance Committee only, and we were going to do
that in August. Stacie and I have compared notes, and we’ll send something out asking
for available dates. It’s not going to be super detailed, but it will be enough to give you a
sense of what we’re dealing with for our budgets this year. Our first briefing is to the
county manager next week. I do Ski Corp in early September and the BCC later in
September. We used to brief this commission in October. I think the agreement was the
Finance Committee would bring to the full commission whatever they felt was cogent
from our briefing.
Fain: I think there was some agreement that the Finance Committee would endorse our
budget. I’ve already presented my budget to the Director of Public Works, and he has
gone through it. My next meeting is with the City Manager and the Finance Committee
and the Director of Public Works on August 26. At the same time, the City is working
through ranking our CIP requests. The budget retreat is October 4 this year. Kevin and I
both thought if anybody wanted any input on our budgets, it needs to be done earlier in
the process. So, Kevin will get something out; I will try to do something online. I’m
going to be gone for quite a while here taking care of some family issues in
Massachusetts.
Booth: Stacie and I had talked about the week of the 22nd of this month.
Members of this committee include: Tim, Larry, Les, Steve, Stacie, and Kevin.
VI.

MANAGERS’ REPORTS – provided via email
1. Yampa Valley Regional Airport
No questions.
2. Steamboat Springs Airport
Fain: I’d like to make sure everybody gets a personal invitation from us at SBS to come
to our Fly-in and Airport Appreciation Day. We’ll also be having a fun run on our
runway and a ribbon cutting celebrating our new runway on September 18. I’ll get a
poster and flyer out to everybody. There will be discounted fuel, breakfast, lunch, demos,
helicopter rides, just a variety of things. So, bring your families and come on out on
September 18. If you have an airplane, fly it in.

VII.

SET DATE FOR NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be October 13th at Yampa Valley Regional Airport.

VIII.

PRELIMINARY AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE OCTOBER YVAC MEETING

Fischer: Would the Commission be interested in an update on Full Steam Ahead – the capital
projects at the base of the ski area? It would be Dave Hunter, our VP of Operations.
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Several commissioners expressed interest.
Birch: Lauren and Mead & Hunt have been conducting a fact-finding mission on terminal
improvements, so I was curious if there were any major takeaways that she could share because I
think she got most of the data.
Lauren Rasmussen, Mead & Hunt:
We didn’t hear anything that was that surprising. We heard a lot from people about where the
choke points are in the terminal, particularly queuing for the security area overflowing into
ticketing. There’s not enough seating at the restaurants or in the hold room. People don’t like to
walk from the aircraft outside to the terminal in the winter.
We heard a lot of positive things, too, about the airport. I think the airport has done a good job of
managing increased passengers with what they have. We heard a lot of that from the tenants.
They think the facilities are adequate, just some are a little bit space constrained. So, that’s what
we’re going to look at in the Terminal Area Plan.
Birch: Do you think you got sufficient data to make recommendations on how to fix some of
that?
Rasmussen: Yes, I think we did. One of the things we’re starting in on right now is the
forecasting effort. Our air service folks at Mead & Hunt are supporting us in that; they’re doing
an air service market assessment that will help inform our forecast. What will the future peak
hour potentially look like? That is what we will design our facility requirements around. We’ll
get a better understanding of exactly how many passengers there are at that peak hour and how
much space is needed to accommodate them.
Fischer: Could you also tell the group here about your timing? Is the complete report into next
year?
Rasmussen: Yes. There is an FAA review period at the end, so that can sometimes extend the
schedule. But we’ve got some good people to work with at the ADO in Denver; we’re keeping
them updated on our progress. We are still striving for next June.
Booth: The clock that’s ticking on this is the BIL money that’s been earmarked for terminals. We
want to compete for that. I think we’re set up to be very competitive to get some of that funding.
The FAA is telling us that we need to get our request in.
IX.

ADJOURN MEETING
The YVAC meeting was adjourned at approximately 7:30 p.m.
Minutes Approved:

____________________, 2022

By: ____________________________
Tim Redmond, Chairman
Yampa Valley Airport Commission
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YAMPA VALLEY REGIONAL AIRPORT UPDATE
October 13, 2022
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION:

Deice Pad Expansion - Completed 13 Oct 22

New Vestibules
GA Area Development Plan Diagram

2021-2025 AIP/CIP Update and Projections:
 2021 & 2022 - reached the 139-day point of 127-day AIP-53 project; $6.75M de-ice pad, apron rehab, and glycol facility; final asphalt paving completed 10 Oct. Glycol pond test, striping, erosion control & punch list remain; ECD 14 Oct. See photos pg. 2.
 2021 & 2022 - $568K AIP-50 rotary broom SRE purchase;
$750K budgeted with M&H admin costs; 100% FAA funded; delivered 16 Aug 22; training completed 17 Aug 22
 2022 - Replace two (2) plow trucks; buy tow-behind trailer w/50’
liquid deicer spray coverage (total cost $900K); re-bid trailer and
awarded to Fortbrand Services, EDD Nov ‘23; plow trucks to rebid as single-axle trucks with 20’ blade in Nov ‘22; EDD Nov ‘23
 2023 - GA Development Plan and Terminal Area Plan grant
($1.1M); ECD o/a Mar ‘23 & Jun ‘23 respectively
 2023 - Primary Management and Compliance Documents
(PMCDs) in work w/Aviation Management Consulting Group
(AMCG); docs include Minimum Standards, Rules & Regulations, Leasing Policy, Rents & Fees Policy, Development Standards, and Land Rent Study; ECD Apr 2023 ($85K; ineligible)
 2023 - $150K reimbursable agreement to fix MALSF lighting on
Rwy 10 via a design & construct contract; pending FAA approval
of M&H/YVRA plans to incorporate into AIP/CIP work in 2023
 2023 - Design taxiway A rehab, Rwy 28 blast pad construction &
A4 connector relocation to east end of Rwy 10 ($900K); Rwy
10/28 pavement maintenance/seal coat ($850K)
 2024 - Taxiway A rehab/shoulder addition, Rwy 28 blast pad
construction & A4 connector relocate to Rwy 10 east end ($13M);
terminal expansion design and demo ($1.4M)
 2025 - Master Plan update ($650K); terminal expansion design
($905K); and Phase 1 construction ($3.1M)
 2026 - Construct terminal expansion ($20.1M)
 2027 - YVRA entitlement payback for terminal project ($1.6M)
1

Deice Pad #1 - Finished

Deice Pad #4 - Finished

Deice Pad #4

2021-2022 Non-AIP Funded Project Updates:
 2021 - back-up generator project complete; airfield ltg vault load
balance issue in work at M&H; YVRA funding fix; ECD Nov ‘22
 2021-2022 design & build two (2) overflow parking lots for rental
cars; pave Piper Lane from CR51A to carwash; engineer’s est. $1M;
CFC (not FAA) eligible costs; $544K project awarded to Precision
Excavating 9 Sep 22; $107K M&H fee; ECD 31 Oct ‘22
 2021-2023 design & build rental carwash facility; 100% CFC funded/repaid; engineer’s estimate was $2.4M; only bid was for $4M;
bid awarded to FCI in GJ; steel delays drove design change to
sprung structure for cost/availability; ECD Jan ‘23
 2022 - bag belt installation for newest oversize bag scanner completed 19 May; final controls/punch list completed 9 Sep 22
 2022 - Flight Information Display (FIDS) replacement system
awarded to TSI Inc. 30 Aug 22; project completed 30 Sep 22
 2022 - $343K terminal project for two (2) replacement boilers; cost
est. was $60K; IOC 10 Oct 22; final control panel ECD 31 Oct 22
 2022 - GA Development project continues at M&H; CatEx expected
in 30-60 days; follow-on RFP for Phase 2 Feb-Mar ECD Nov ‘23
 2022 - HVAC unit for terminal shuttle bus area; $63K budgeted;
new bid received for $112K; awarded to Peak in SS; ECD Nov ‘22
 2023 - re-route CR51B around 35 acres of County land to accommodate GA development; plan/enviro ‘21-’22, construct ‘23; $1.2M est.
 2023 - replace Hwy 40 signage; wind analysis, final sign dimensions
and potential relocation next (see below); $80K budgeted for 2023
 2023 - ICW NW CO Industrial Park met w/ToH & land owner about
new Airport access road location near Camilletti/United Pit
 2023 - construct new employee parking lot north of CR 51A; 400
stalls, lighted crosswalk and entry control system required
 2023 - construct a 3rd rental car overflow lot north of CR 51A and
across from Piper Lane; sized for 420 stalls
OPS AND ADMIN UPDATE:


YVRA completed successful annual TSA AVSEC exercise (active
shooter) on 22 Sep; 30+ participants from airport staff, airlines,
TSA, RCSO and HPD.



New YVRA Asst. Airport Security Coordinator started 31 Aug 22.



Currently advertising: FT Equipment Operator, PT OSS/ARFF Officers, PT Pax Services reps, Seasonal Security Guards, Janitorial,
Landside Maintenance and Food Service workers.



Significant progress continued to address ground transportation issues between HDN and SS; Ski Town Transportation (STT) and Go
Alpine, Steamboat Express, both report more drivers and buses.
Ground transportation update to SS Lodging Association scheduled
for 7 Nov; YVRA, Steamboat Express and STT all presenting.



New challenges with ski season hotel availability for delayed/
cancelled flights due to power line construction near Craig and high
occupancy rates now in Craig that will continue through winter.

1 of 2 New Terminal Boilers
IOC 10 Oct 22
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Ops Update cont’d:


TSA checkpoint scanner (3 ea.) replacements and reconfiguration project completed 1 Jul; final gate install ECD 2 Sep


$25B

TSA baggage screening remediation project start date pending
contractor schedule; night work only; minimal impact to ops
FINANCIAL UPDATES:


2022 YTD Enplanement/Ops Highlights (Jan-Sep ‘22):

 Enplanements: 2019=92,275; 2020=77,279; 2021=118,762
2022=166,527; ‘22 vs. ‘19 Δ= +74,252/+80% YoY

Carwash Site Prep

 Air Carrier Operations: 2019=2,805; 2020=2,372;
2021=3,834; 2022=4,128; ‘22 vs ‘19 Δ= +1,323/+47% YoY

Rental Car Overflow Lots #1 & #2



CARES Act I allocated $18.5M to YVRA for O&M costs.
$12.1M O&M funds reimbursed (65%) to date; funding available through Mar 2024. YVRA will submit monthly RFRs until
funding allocation is depleted; at current burn rate that is
projected to be Nov 2023; CRRSA and ARPA fund RFRs follow and will extend the overall depletion date to Sep 2024.



CRRSA/ACRGP (“CARES Act II”) allocated $1.33M to YVRA
for O&M costs. $33K allocated for on-airport concessionaire
relief; funding available through Mar 2025.



American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA/“CARES Act III”) allocated
$8B for airports ($6.5B for primary & $1.5B for GA airports);
ARPA also increased FAA AIP funding in 2021 to 100%;
YVRA received a grant for $1.8M for O&M and $23K for concessions relief; funding available through Aug 2025.



$1.2T Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill includes $15B for airports
($12.5B for primary and $2.5B for GA over 5 yrs.); YVRA will
receive $1.4M per yr. thru 2026; used similarly as entitlements; an added $5B was allocated for airport terminal projects; BIL grant will provide supplemental funding for plow
trucks and deice trailer in ‘22/’23; YVRA will request terminal
funding in ‘23 or ’24 when design is complete.

 2023 Preview & Projections:
Piper Lane Automotive Hangars

New TSA Checkpoint - Security Gate



3% YOY decrease in passengers; still exceeds record year in
2021 by 25% and previous record set in 2007 by 36%



Retain all six airlines & direct ski season flights to 15 cities



Increased and optimized YVRA staff; three new FTEs and
reclassified three existing positions



Fully operational capability in power outages; 3 new generators and 2 weather observers



Improved snow and ice removal equipment with new
broom and addition of a liquid deice trailer/applicator



Staffing challenges expected to continue in food services;
new $20/hr base wage should help
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$25B

New Terminal Walkway Pavement
New Piper Lane Intersection

New Glycol Storage Pad
Current Glycol Storage - Spot 9

Last Deice Pad #4 Asphalt - 10 Oct

New TSA Checkpoint Machines
Final Configuration
Lochnivar Crest Terminal Boiler (1 of 2)
4
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Kevin Booth

Airport Director

Yampa Valley Regional Airport
11005 RCR 51A (P.O. Box 1060)
Hayden, Colorado 81639
Office 970-276-5004
Mobile 719-640-8783
Fax 970-276-5030
kbooth@co.routt.co.us

Tinneal Gerber

Assistant Airport Director/Business Manager
Phone 970 276-5021
YVRA Website: www.flysteamboat.com
YVRA Facebook: Yampa Valley Regional Airport-HDN
YVRA Twitter: YVRA-HDN@HDNCo
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Steamboat Springs Airport/
Bob Adams Field Manager’s
Report
October 9, 2022

Operations

➢ The runway rehabilitation project is wrapping up with just a few items on the punch list
remaining. The grooving, sealcoat and painting completed at the end of September. A new
valley pan was installed on the apron to address draining issues and should be completed the
second week of October. The FAA conducted a final inspection of the project on September
16th. The runway rehabilitation project was highly successful with some issues noted with
the final coat of runway paint that will be carefully monitored during the one-year warranty
and some repainting expected in the spring.

➢ The Airport Manager and Garver Engineering received approval from the FAA/CDOT to
pursue the Airport Terminal Area Improvement project, per the design below, utilizing the
SBS BIL grant funding (with a couple exceptions) for the next five years ($295,000/year).
SBS will use $200,000 (90/5/5% FAA/CDOT/City split) in 2022 for design and permitting
with plans to break ground in 2023. This development will run concurrently with the hangar
development project.

2022-03-30 SBS
TERMINAL AREA EXHIBIT.pdf

➢ The Airport Manager worked with Garver Engineering and the FAA to develop a new
RNAV (GPS) RWY 32 straight in instrument approach for categories A, B, and C aircraft.
This approach will provide the first instrument approach designed for large aircraft and more
options for smaller aircraft to land safely at the airport during inclement weather. This
approach will be the first published straight in approach, eliminating the need for aircraft to
circle to land once the airport is in sight. The approach was slightly redesigned, and the
Airport Manager is awaiting results of a second flight test. The FAA is hoping to publish the
approach as early as November 3rd.
➢ L3 Comm/Harris, contracted by the FAA to install an Automatic Dependent Surveillance –
Broadcast (ADS-B) system that will eventually replace the Wide Area Multilateration
(WAM) system currently installed by the FAA at the Airport. The new system will allow
pilots better awareness of other air traffic and improved safety. The contract with the city is
executed and will include installing a large generator that will back up the Airport’s lighting
and radio system in the event of an electrical outage. Construction of the ADS-B system was
delayed this summer, but is expected to be completed by December.
➢ CDOT has selected KSBS as the final airport in the final phase (III) of their runway camera
program. The cameras have been installed and are live on the CDOT website (photo and link
below).
WeatherCams.FAA.gov

➢ Several firefighting airplanes and helicopters stopped at KSBS for fuel and lunch as they
transitioned from fires in the western states back to their home bases. Below is a photo of
two Air Tractors that are used to apply retardant to wildfires.

➢ The Airport received a budget supplemental that was added to cost savings allowing for the
purchase of a slightly used loader mounted snowblower. The Airport should take delivery of
the blower soon. The Airport placed the 1987 Oshkosh on the CDOT annual auction list, but
it did not sell. It will be placed for sale by the city soon with the hopes of selling it prior to
winter.
➢ The Airport continues to see several people calling or showing up for flights that are at the
Yampa Valley Regional Airport (HDN). The Airport has taken measures to direct customers
to the right airport and continues to log data for passengers arriving at or calling the wrong
airport.

Events
➢ The Airport hosted a Fly-in and Airport Appreciation Day on September 18th. The event was
well attended with approximately 20 aircraft flying in as well as numerous pilots/aircraft on
the field participating in the event. The Lions Club provided 100 full breakfast meals for
donation only that benefited the community. The Civil Air Patrol assisted with aircraft
parking and provided 100 lunches and ice cream for a nominal fee that will provide
scholarships for Cadets in need. More than 50 children participated in the Family Fun Run
on the runway, sponsored by Honey Stinger and Garver Engineering, to celebrate the
completion of the runway rehabilitation project (see photos below). Classic Air Medical
provided a static support of their aircraft as well as a demonstration with the Steamboat

Springs Fire Department. The Steamboat Springs Police Department attended the event.
Zephyr Helicopters provided 24 tours of the valley for customers attending the event. Many
families, with children, from the community attended the event. Marketing for the event was
sponsored by City Service Valcon, who supplies fuel to the FBO.

➢ Chris Leary, Senior Maintenance Technician and Steve Pratt, FBO Line Service Technician,
attended the American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) Airfield and Maintenance
Conference (AFMC) in Colorado Springs.
➢ The Airport hosted the Rotary Lobsterfest on August 13th, a charity event that raised nearly
$100,000 for the non-profit Rise (see photos below).

➢ During the CAOA conference, the Colorado Airport Board (CAB) met, and the Airport was
awarded a grant (90% and 10% by the city) to purchase a simulator for the FBO. The grant
has been received, paperwork completed, and the simulator has been ordered from Precision
Flight Controls. It should arrive in October. It will be installed in the FBO and will be
available for rent to the public by the hour.
➢ The Airport Manager hosted the Yampa Valley Airport Commission (YVAC) meeting
hosted by YVRA. She and Garver Engineering updated the commissioners on the Runway
Rehabilitation and Terminal Area Improvement projects as well several other airport projects
occurring this summer.
➢ The Airport Manager presented the Airport/FBO budget to the City Manager, Deputy City
Manager, Director of Public Works, and the Finance Department.
➢ The Airport Manager presented the Airport/FBO budget to the Yampa Valley Airport
Commission (YVAC) Finance Committee.
➢ The Airport Senior Maintenance Technician continues to work with the Facilities
Department to support NASA’s Advanced Research Mission Directorate and the National
Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) study on electrical usage at airports. NREL has been tasked
by NASA to help understand the potential energy needs should fuels transition away from Jet
A and 100LL. This data will also help the Airport and Facilities Department understand cost
savings as the Airport transitions to LED lighting and Electric Vehicles (EVs).
➢ The Airport Manager continues to support the City’s Rocky Mountain Performance
Excellence (RMPEX) project. The 4/6 section is creating a Pilot Project for the sharing of
Knowledge Management among City employees.

Training
➢ The Airport Manager continues to hold monthly Staff Meetings. The Airport Manager
discussed safety during the runway rehabilitation project. The Airport Team completed a
JHA/JSA and submitted it the City Manager for approval.
➢ The Airport hosted a Tabletop Exercise simulating an airplane accident. Chief Cerasoli,
Steamboat Springs Fire Department, facilitated the exercise. Personnel from the Airport,
Fire Department, Police Department, Routt County EMS, Civil Air Patrol, and Honey Stinger
participated in the exercise. The discussion was robust with many best practices and several
lessons learned captured.
➢ The Airport staff completed Wildlife Training with the USDA Wildlife Biologist contracted
with CDOT to work with Colorado Airports to mitigate wildlife hazards.

Airport Manager Initiatives
➢ The Airport continues to raise money for the Airport Endowment Fund with the Yampa
Valley Community Foundation (YVCF). The fund balance is currently $19,498.71. Once
the fund reaches $100,000 the Airport will be able to pull 4.5% annually from the fund for
Airport improvements. Please go to the following link should you wish to donate.
https://yvcf.fcsuite.com/erp/donate
➢ The Airport continues to have a problem with enough hangars to accommodate pilots and
aircraft that want to be based at KSBS. The hangar wait list currently totals 55
pilots/airplanes wishing to rent, buy, or build hangars. The Airport Manager released a RFP
for hangar development that is due in December.
➢ The Airport FBO also continues to have a problem with not having a large hangar to
accommodate transient aircraft visiting the Airport. An airport tenant has signed a sublease
for two years for one the largest hangars on the field. He has agreed to share the hangar with
the FBO for transient aircraft use, helping to accommodate many large and small aircraft,
during his lease (ending 2023). The Airport Manager has included an option for the
City/Airport to purchase one of the large new hangars that is developed on the field with the
hangar development RFP.
➢ In April 2021 the Airport Manager and Master Plan consultants developed recommended
plans for the hangars with ground leases with reversion clauses that expire within the next ten
years, two less than two years. The Airport Manager, Director of Public Works, and the
Public Works Coordinator met with the City Legal Department to discuss the path forward
for new and renewal ground leases at the Airport. The Legal Department is working with the
City insurance representatives to finalize the language of the leases. Once completed, the
template for the lease renewals will be sent to the Airport tenants for review and comment.
The Airport Manager hopes to have this completed by the end of the year.

General Information
➢ The City Communications Officer and Public Works Coordinator continue to update the
Airport Website (link below). Detailed information about airport operations, Master Plan,
and development can be found on the site.
http://steamboatsprings.net/333/Steamboat-Springs-Airport

